
 

 

More than meets the eye:  
Dress Portrait: Molly Goddard and Sarah Edwards  

- a retrospective review. 
 

By Jasmine Kee 
 
Molly Goddard is the fashion world’s new darling, her fast-growing brand easily 
recognisable by its brightly coloured, tulle designs with dramatic silhouettes. Her strong 
visual identity is one so distinct and appealing it has crossed into the world of art, as the 
subject of a recent exhibition at the Chelsea Space gallery.  
 
Showcasing a series of images by photographer Sarah Edwards from the Molly Goddard 
archive, Dress Portrait provided an up-close and personal look at pieces from Goddard’s 
past collections. The exhibition, on show from January 23rd to the 1st March this year, was 
a collaborative project celebrating the duo’s shared aesthetic, and interest in photography, 
light and texture (Chelsea Space, 2019). The Reading Room, curated in collaboration with 
students from Chelsea College of Arts’ MA Curating and Collections course, explored 
Goddard’s process; offering an insight into her practice through sketches, research 
materials and studio equipment. Books from Goddard’s own collection were housed 
alongside. On everyone from photographer Henri Cartier-Bresson, to fashion design 
staples Christian Dior and Yohji Yamamoto, and the artist Rachel Whiteread.  
 
Photography plays a key part in the way Goddard creates clothes. The way in which 
material and clothing was displayed alongside Edwards’ images successfully reflected 
that. Edwards, who has a similarly multidisciplinary approach to her craft, works as a 
photographer and set designer for Goddard who is also her daughter. Established in 2014 
after dropping out of Central Saint Martins’ MA Fashion course, the Molly Goddard brand 
quickly found fame for its oversized, tulle and satin, ruffled creations. Dress Portrait 
interestingly highlighted their relationship as fashion and set designer more clearly than is 
evident on the runway.  
 
Entering the exhibition, visitors were met by three photographs traditionally mounted in 
gold frames on a bright green wall. Moving into the main space, this conventional display 
of the work was subverted. Photographs appeared collaged, randomly stuck on the wall 
as if they were posters; such a playful presentation of the work having been inspired by 
Goddard’s approach to design. 
 
Despite producing acutely feminine garments, it is Goddard’s intention to avoid them 
being “pretty”. The decision then to present the work hidden behind a translucent sheet 
or hung precariously off the top of a wall, reflected the fun and surprising nature of 
Goddard’s work, in much the same vein as Edwards captured them in her photos. The 
exhibition gave both practitioners the opportunity to work with their shared love of 
photography. Shot close-up and often blurred, garments appeared abstracted. Dresses 
seemed more like the subjects of still-life photography, or a painting, than functional 
items of clothing made to be worn on a catwalk. Attention was paid to detail. The focus 
on the garments, placed on the dramatic shirring of a sleeve or the fall of a skirt. The 
emphasis on texture and fabric in Edwards’ images was evident, with few including 
models. And where they did appear, their faces were cut off, hidden or turned away.  
 



 

 

Choosing to mirror the photographs’ aesthetic in the curation reflected the core of 
Goddard’s work. It can be a challenge to document clothes in an interesting way, but 
Edwards’ images were more than merely a documentation of process or archival material. 
They proved every bit an extension of the Molly Goddard brand as her sets and 
installations for shows and shop floors. Nor did they appear commercial, or 
representative of editorial imagery in magazines, which is so often the case with 
photographing fashion be that on or off the body. They remind me, on second thought, in 
both their aesthetic and intention, of British artist Nick Veasey’s X-ray images of 
Balenciaga garments. A project commissioned by the V&A in 2016. Dramatic, ghostly 
images of dresses that exposed sculptural details otherwise unseen by the naked eye.  
 
Today photography has established itself as a legitimate form of art. Its acceptance as 
part of the art world took place during the 1960s. With the increased blurring of 
boundaries between art and other kinds of visual culture in contemporary society, fashion 
photography is today considered, by many, as creative a discipline as any other artistic 
practice. In the past decade, certainly, it has been the subject for a number of exhibitions 
at recognised art museums despite the medium falling between art and commerce. 
Despite their craftsmanship Goddard’s pieces also prove suitable for the everyday, giving 
them a large commercial appeal. Fashion may be considered a bracket of photography, 
but Dress Portrait proved it has a symbolic relationship with art and art photography, 
despite the subject being a cultural commodity that in principle questions its place within 
the gallery.  
 
Fashion and art inhabit opposing systems of value that define them as individual 
discourses, but what of the dress that is not being worn? Where fashion taps into the 
same values and aesthetics as those traditionally aligned with art, in bespoke, 
handcrafted, unwearable garments, much of the commercial stigma attached to it is 
removed. Exhibiting the practice of fashion within the space of the gallery is not to claim it 
as art. However, the way emphasis was placed on how Goddard’s designs challenge the 
idea of wearability, it was spoken about in much the same way as the work of those 
designers before her whose theatrical fashions saw critics herald them artists in their own 
right. Goddard’s eponymous designs - with their dramatic silhouettes, utilising of 
techniques in unexpected ways and fearless approach to scale and proportion - 
showcase exhibitionist tendencies that are in many ways similar to someone like 
Alexander McQueen. Seamless, yet complex, in their associations with art, McQueen’s 
designs and theatrical runway presentations professed him a master of spectacle. His 
technical ability in cutting and constructing clothes creating almost sculptural garments.    
 
In 2011, the presentation of McQueen’s practice within the context of an art museum, in 
the exhibition Alexander McQueen: Savage Beauty at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
cemented the opinion of many that his designs are art despite being a cultural 
commodity. Whilst the exhibition did not explicitly claim McQueen’s work as art, the 
handling of it by the curator Andrew Bolton afford it more cultural significance than simply 
being clothes. It professed a deeper understanding of aesthetic experience that has seen 
a rise in the exhibition of fashion and other non-traditional art forms in galleries and 
museums. Dress Portrait did something similar. Going beyond being an exhibition of 
photographs of fashion that offered a nostalgic or historical view of Goddard’s designs. If 
I could see both again, I would.  
 



 

 

#78 Dress Portrait: Molly Goddard and Sarah Edwards was on display at Chelsea Space, 
Chelsea College of Arts from 23rd January to the 1st March 2019.  


